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Troubleshooting NearDesk Cards 
If you or your users are experiencing an issue with the door opener, this document will help 

you identify some of the common issues and advise on the best solution.   

If none of the outlined solutions help fix the problem, please contact us immediately so we 

can assist.   

In any case where you believe there is an issue with our system, please drop us an email to 

team@neardesk.com describing the issue and the including the date & time if possible.  

Scenario 1 – When some users present their card to the card reader, it beeps 

and/or the red light flashes but the door does not open - it works for other 

users.  
1. Ensure the user is holding their card against the reader for at least a second – if 

they’re too quick, it may beep but not have time to read the card properly.  

 

2. Put their card on the reception card reader and check that the card is correctly 

assigned. 

 

Scenario 2 – When a user presents their card to the card reader, there is no 

beep and/or change in the light - it works for other users.  
1. If available, put their card on the reception card reader and see if it responds.  If it 

does not, the card may either not be a Smart Card or may be physically damaged.  

Give them a replacement card and see if this resolves the issue.  

 

2. Check around the edge of the card for any hairline cracks; an NFC Smart Card has a 

chip and an antenna which, in many cases, runs around the edge of the card.  Any 

breakages in the antenna will effectively stop the NFC capability.  If you find a break 

(which you can do by holding a bright light against the card) they will need a 

replacement card.  

 

Scenario 3 – No cards are working on the door openers. 
1. If either of the red lights on the card readers are off this may indicate an issue caused 

by a power failure.  If you are able, cycle the power to the control unit.  

 

2. If both red lights are on but there is no beep or the light do not change when any 

cards are presented (test with a few if possible), this may indicate an internal 

software issue.  If you are able, cycle the power to the control unit. 

 

3. If both red lights are on and there is a beep and/or the light changes when any card 

is presented but the door does not open, there may be a network issue.  The door 

control unit needs to be able to access the internet to validate cards before opening 

the door.  If you know there is a current network issue, wait for this to be resolved.  If 

they still do not open after the network issue has been resolved, power cycle the 

control unit as it may need to re-establish itself on your network.  
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